Backyard Photo Scavenger Hunt

Use your camera phone and Laumeier’s Interactive Park + Sculpture Map to complete this Backyard Photo Scavenger Hunt inspired by Laumeier’s amazing sculptures. Share your fun on social media: #LaumeierSculpturePark.

Interactive Map Sculpture # + Photo Action

Begin at #1, Vito Acconci’s, Face of the Earth #3, 1988. Can you imagine jumping inside the nose of this sculpture and staring up at the clouds?! Go outside and lie on the ground and take a selfie showing your biggest smile!

Take flight with #3, Arman’s, La Libellule, 1996. Create a paper airplane and see how far you can throw it! Take turns with someone in your home to see if you can photograph it in flight.

Curl up with #13, Ricardo Cat, 1999 by Niki De Saint Phalle. What materials were used to make this sculpture? Find something shiny and photograph it.

Explore engineering through #17 on the map, Jackie Ferrara’s, Laumeier Project, 1981. Build a tower using objects in your house or go outside and use rocks and sticks. Can you build it 2 feet high? Take a picture, then knock it down!

Investigate #55, Tony Tasset’s, Eye, 2007. Notice the red veins? Photograph someone’s eyeball so close that you can see his or her veins. Make sure you turn off your flash!

Stroll from Eye to #56, Deer, 2015, by Tony Tasset. Photograph a bird, bug, ant or your pet!


Twirl in the wind like #23, George Greenamyfer’s, Heritage Schooner for Debra Lakin, September 30, 1998, 1998. Photograph a friend or family member doing a cartwheel!